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**The Irish War**
*The Hidden Conflict between the IRA and British Intelligence*

**Tony Geraghty**

“Geraghty has produced a book both readable and alarming. The first third is a well-observed account of a largely visible British war machine coping with the horrors of the Northern Ireland Troubles. The last third is devoted to militarism in Ireland up to 1921. But it is the middle third, the covert war, that astonishes.”—The Herald (Glasgow)
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**Robert S. Litwak**

“Litwak’s examination of U.S. policy toward ‘rogue states’ raises the right questions regarding a truly complex and yet very timely subject. It skillfully avoids some of the simplifications that have dominated the public discourse on this vital subject.”—Zbigniew Brzezinski, former National Security Adviser
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**Alice Freifeld**

Hungary’s revolutionary crowd of 1848 was defeated in 1849, but crowds of other kinds and crowd politics remained central to Hungary as it fashioned itself over the next half-century. Alice Freifeld describes how the crowd’s shifting cast of characters participated in the making of Hungary inside the increasingly troubled Austro-Hungarian empire. Woodrow Wilson Center Press
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*The Secular-Religious Impasse*

**Asher Cohen and Bernard Susser**

“Topical and well written, this book clearly describes the rising conflict between religious and secular Jews as the original compromise agreements to prevent such conflict collapse. This is the first book to bring together all the relevant data, and the authors make their point very well.”—Robert O. Freedman, President, Baltimore Hebrew University, editor of *Israel in the Begin Era and Israel under Rabin*. Woodrow Wilson Center Press
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